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The Gift



The Ocean

Go, go, go

Plunge right into it

That's the way



Swim with all your heart

Choose a life, a different
body

There are many masks, many
robes



To be restored to life

Tear
through all the swash and the blinding foam

This is the only real

To come alive



                                                            

To ignite the bliss

This is the gift

Concealed in all

It Is
why we enter this seething maw

[End]



The Mirror

Try not to stare
too hard
in the mirror 
before you.
That reflection
you see
of yourself 
bears no
resemblance  
to the real
you inside.



Birdsong

I lit a flame in my heart, now it dances
with passion

My body contains a fire that nothing
can staunch

And my mind has become charged
with a current

of bliss

A force ripples through me
that I can hardly

Control 



My family has disowned me
and my friends

Have all gone

But I remain in this world
as free as a bird

Mad with the joy of a shining
new dawn

And alive with the song
of unfading

Eternity 

[End]



Building Blocks



Child's Play

Every child is a genius
 from the day

 They are born

The whole world is their
playground

Any dispute may be easily settled
with a sudden temper

 Tantrum



Or a perfectly timed screaming fit

There
is no veneer to them

No
mask, no hidden agenda



They live only for the moment

In the enthralling spaces
of life's 

Wondrous discoveries

Everything they do is done 
with a crystalline

Focus

And a profound sense
of joy



Because they are closer
 to the supreme 

Creative impulse 

That orchestrates and enlivens
this world

All
young children are masters of reality



Every
wise sage will tell you

That
a pure heart is key to everything

It Is Why
a child sees only a profusion of possibilities

 in a useless patch of mud

Or is able to attune 
to the galactic

Centre



While ruminating on the nature
of existence

This is how they hold
frequency

On the earth They
are emissaries of light



Discharging the nectar
of their

Precocious energy

Into its vital arterial
grid

The presence of a
       young child
          represents an
            opportunity to
            begin again with
            renewed vigour



To gaze deeply into those youthful eyes
 is to acquire a greater

 Belief in tomorrow

To realize, that in a world
of  gross torment

And suffering

There can be something
so miraculous

And enchanting

Abounding with love



And Shining
with the supreme energy of consciousness

A brilliant and effervescent
new spark

So precious and immaculately
 unblemished

Imbued 
with the most joyous, immutable essence



of the divine

[End]



Luminal



Life's Work

 

Choose your container

Fill the bottom with rocks and cover 
with charcoal and peat moss

Pour in some water and test for the 
presence of algae and bacteria

Next, add a layer of soil and introduce a few simple
 land plants like lichen and fungi

Let's start at the very beginning....



Regulate their growth with a good quality light 
source timed to a 12 hour cycle

And throw in some insects and earthworms
 for pollination and compost

With a sealed system, the terrarium shouldn't 
need much maintenance

So sit back, pour yourself a drink and watch your 
ecosystem mature and develop



Vegetation will increase and become 
more complex

Fish will abound in the 
water

And reptiles and mammals will arise to make their home in the warm humid
 swamps and lush fertile forests

Over time, one species will come to establish itself
as the dominant life form



Religions will flourish

And great civilizations will spread
across the whole ecosystem

Bloody battles will be
fought

And powerful empires will flare 
into existence



Dazzling cities will be built

And spectacular advances in science
and medicine will be achieved

Industry will emerge and new methods of transport
and communications will be invented

Yet, war will remain a constant throughout



More of the biosphere will become polluted, or
sold off for profit

And much of the ecosystem will fall out of balance 
and begin to decline

Economies will collapse



And appalling acts of terrorism will ensue
in the name of religion

and fanaticism

Destruction and chaos
will set it

And the walls of the jar will darken with a thick
spreading smaze of fetid smoke



In the end, you will be faced
with only one option

To terminate the project

To remove the lid of the terrarium
and fill it rapidly

with water

To rinse and sterilize the interior
until all that remains is a glistening ovum of space



A miniscule speck of potential waiting to ripen
and explode once more into life

[End]



Stream of Life



Bitter Sweet

      

                                            

When I first saw your face

The sun was ablaze, then dimmed
in the sky

And all the creatures nearby,
paused to admire you



And I walked by your 
side, and entered that 
immaculate place

The Taste 
was divine as you shone in my mind

I Raised
both my hands to block out the glare,

as you kissed me softly
on the lips



Although
 some years have passed by

I Still
remember every word we exchanged

And the promise
that I made



On The Day
 when I first saw your face

When you opened my heart

And filled that dark
 space

[End]



The Eternal



Earth Game

Choose a side

I don't want to

Come on, the clock 
is ticking



Choose
a side, black or white, light or dark

No

You have no choice

There Are
scores just like you all acting out

 their allotted roles



But some are unhappy

Some are sick, fearful
consumed

With greed

It doesn't matter

Besides
 I don't even know the rules



Yes you do

The Last Time
you played, you were a king who became

 a ruthless despot

Now choose a side

No, I'm afraid



Look, there are sixty four squares
and thirty two

Pieces 

Each one has to be chosen carefully
and mastered

Before moving onto
the next

Now, for the final time
 choose

 
A side



White

A Wise
choice, given how you last performed

Now Go Through
 the door ahead of you and await my signal



Oh, and before I forget

The
weather may be rough out there

And the players may come
and go

But the game remains the same
throughout



This is how order is imposed

In the light of day and the dark
 of night

Learn
to recognise its elegant rules

And Perhaps
you too, will one day rise above



To live your life in sweet accord
with all

of heaven's grandeur

[End]

The Gore
and glamour of violent men



The Garden

Life is a garden, not a stage.
                                                    Whether we decide to grow 
                                                    a crop of delicious fruit 
                                                    or a clump of 
                                                    common knotweed
                                                    matters less than
                                                    where we come from
                                                    and how we arrived there.
                                                    For every magnificent flower
                                                    and glistening leaf 
                                                    is a rapture
                                                    of unbridled joy
                                                    reflecting the one 
                                                    imperishable seed.



Common Ground

Come
and walk with me along this rugged track

The Sun
is out and the way ahead brims with charm

and endless possibility

See
how the light illuminates the wrinkled stone 

And
how the walls of fern and wands of grass



 

Proliferate
around every rivulet and waterfall

Ancient
forests sparkle and glisten with morning dew

Out here, a stone or piece of bark
may teach us more

Than any book

And swarms of insects drone and shimmer
in the scented air



Some days, you will make
steady progress

And on others, the going
will be tough

The Ground
may be uneven, or swamped with heavy rain

But
over the course of time



You will come to experience something
truly magical

To realize, that each moment
we step onto it

We are always on the path



 

We are always walking it

Creating it as we go along

For the journey is the goal
 itself

And that luminous trail to which
we are forever drawn



 

Is a living thread, binding us
to a world

Of insatiable belonging

[End]



Fluid



Heart To Heart

   Spanda (sanskrit), the vibration of divine consciousness
   manifesting as the whole universe.

A power hides at the core
 of life

Concealed as a living
pulse

And blissfully vibrating across a foaming ocean
of cosmic fire



  
       
 

And from this pulse....

Galaxies are created

And planets and moons are formed

Plants and creatures all come 
into being



And the great drama of human life

Rises and descends as one heaving
 wave

People look at the stars and wonder if life
has a higher purpose



And
an echo of that great pulsation

Is sometimes felt inside them

Pulling at the heart

And 
quivering with life in every ecstatic moment



In an endless rhythm of creation
and dissolution

As
lightning illuminates a storm

And
shining like a chain of stars

Light alternating with darkness



Deep within us all

[End]



The Real You



That's It

It is not the body, it is not the mind
it is not

My organs

It is not my thoughts, it is not 
the world

It is not my family, it is not 
ambition

It is not truth, not love



It is not a mountain, it is not 
an ocean

It is not a tree or a bird in full 
song

It is not my passion, it is not 
consciousness

It is not the sun, it is not the universe



It is not meditation or imagination

It is not god, it is not 
creation

It is not about perfecting myself
or seeing the good

In others

It is not any of these things



It is only when I take a deep breath
and hold 

For a moment

To draw in the silence

That I am summoned to its hushed 
court

Where I come to know its highest
teaching

Where everything flows
and moves

Continuously through me



Revealing nothing but the quiet
annihilation

of the mind

[End]



Second Nature



Autumn Leaves

This is how we lived

And this is how we loved

Dancing in the sun, and living 
life to the full



Time seemed to favour us as we
gloried in our youth

And the wine tasted sweetly as it tumbled
from our lips

We Thought
we would live forever like the songs

of distant stars

But Now
we are the ruins of yesterday's affairs



For Death
sounds his trumpet and bangs his mad drum

Each Time
we are thrown from the wheel

Fortune
mocks us as we surround ourselves with riches

And
the Earth roars with laughter



And
our great iron cities

Become
 shrines to errant gods

For the reckoner holds all to account

And has no favourites



Yet, for a time in the world, there
is a sliver of freedom

As we enter the arena, and hurry
to the dance

Like leaves fallen from heaven



  

Swirling
forever, condemned to blind chance

[End]



Life Flows



Wu Wei

   

No, that's not it

You are trying too hard

Wait Awhile
until the conditions become more favourable

Allow
 things to just come and go



  

  
   

Nobody ever stopped the sun
 from rising

Look how water wears down even
the hardest rock

This world is full of people
            running around just
             for the sake of it



 

Follow
the path of least resistance

And you will achieve all your goals
 with minimum effort

All of our actions should be effortless
and natural



  

Not mechanical or artificial

Be spontaneous and light
hearted

If We
 strain for something, we may never find it



Let
the wave come to you

Do nothing and the thing
is done

Forget about the water

Flow
with the current and harness its great strength



Let your spirit guide you

And not the selfish desires of corrupt
 and unscrupulous men

[End]



Perpetual

 

The sun says, I am the source
of all light

The moon says, I am a reflection 
of your shining presence

Between the two, there is
a timeless path

That leads to the unity
of all opposites



Mirror Effect

A mirror once spoke to me
and said

And
you will see the whole universe

Peer into me



                                            

I Said
what if I stared further into myself

Then
you will become one of its brightest stars

[End]



True Purpose

Our only true
purpose

is to realize
our highest potential

To shine with
the power

of our
inner bliss



The Bell

You think all this is real.... 

Your house
Your career That new car

The cute little
dog

Your family And your children

They are not real

None of it is



You have not come here to learn
trigonometry

Or to worry about paying 
bills

To wage war

Or to stare compulsively into a haze
of hypnotic screens

You are divine beings of consciousness



You have come here to burn down
 the house

To tear back the curtain and expose whatever
lurks behind

A flash of lightning

A shining crystal

A dazzling supernova



A magnificent rose growing on a midden 
of filth

You think you can hear
 a songbird

But that is the piercing cry
of your abiding inner

 presence

Calling on the breeze



Rousing you from
the dream

[End]



The Pearl



The Game

I am this

I am all of this

You enter and exit through
my gate



I live through
you

I am timeless, eternal

I Am
beyond life and death



Cut
me and each droplet of blood

Flows
back into my veins

And
 becomes a magnificent brocade

Unravel
me and every liberated thread multiplies



I am here

I am everywhere

Spread throughout the earth
 and the sky

There in the trees and
 the ocean



Staring
through a trillion eyes

When you laugh, your heart pulsates
with my delicious

Wine

When you breathe, it is 
with my

 Breath



Night
and day pour from my eternal stream

Time
is a glowing coil that I set into your affairs

You Are
immersed in my machinery

And
 the wheels that I turn



 Fulminate and flare with all your tumultuous
passions

I Am
the source and foundation of all bliss

What is I is this



I draw circles that never
end

With fire and with
 semen

With plasma and luminous
 progenitor eggs

Then I sit at their centre



And dream you into being

And
hope that in one life or another

You will feel me as I dance and spin
in and out of our game



                                                         

For
there I have hidden my secret

You and I are the same

[End]



Inside Track

All 
that you seek

is already 
within
 you



Honey And Lightning

You have to be born, and then
be born again

Many times, over and over

Until you get it just right



Or an exhilarating joyride

So learn to play a musical
instrument

After all, practice makes
perfect

So That
every lifetime becomes a work of art



Go off on some wild and daring
adventure

Whatever you decide to do, do it with boldness
and passion

Each moment is perfect

So give yourself to it completely



Don't ruin it with your hunger
for tomorrow

Our time here is limited

Wherever you are, you must learn
to recognise



The stillness hidden at the heart
of all life

Everything else then becomes
fuel

Honey and lightning



Ready to be poured onto the great
 holy fire

[End]



Ringtone



Learning To Fly

                                                                                                       
                                                
                                                                   

Whatever it is that's inside you

Work on it

Perfect it

Master it

So it may one day come bursting out
of your soul



                    

                                                                          

                                                   

This is your gift

May It
rise and sail smoothly on the wind

Take it as far as you dare

Until every particle and cell whistles and sings
with the unbridled bliss

of pure being



                                                               

                                                             

                                                                  

                                                                   
                                                                               

Allow it to soar to 
new and uncharted 

heights

Push it to the limit

Despite all of its chaos and sorrow



 

This World
reserves an illustrious place

For Those
who have realized why they've been born

Who Live 
from their highest expression

For the awakened



And
have managed to keep hold of the cord

And
 for all those who have ever flown kites

[End]



Rooted

             
            Root
         Your mind
         In wisdom



Homing Signal

The Waves
of an ocean striking a shore

Birds
in a forest receiving the dawn

An accomplished musician

A lone human voice singing
of heartbreak



In a soft, lilting tone

But
the sweetest song of all

Is the one deep inside us



Whispering quietly

Calling us home

[End]



Substrate



Unbroken

I thought you had left 
me

I was stricken with grief

I felt abandoned and fragile

I stopped believing that you were
 real



   

                                                                                                                        

But then I felt you flicker
within me

And my heart sparked
into flames

I Had
come alive in this moment

As
you breathed new life into me



Time became frozen

And
I cried out in bliss

My strength was renewed

And all my doubts were defeated



And left me unbroken

[End]

That day when you filled
me with grace


